
•  

Demonstrate Your  
Indispensable Value
As healthcare and quality professionals are called  
upon amid the COVID-19 pandemic, we invite you  
to briefly reflect on what happened, acknowledge  
where we thrived and recognize where there may be  
opportunities for improvement — all at NAHQ NEXT 2020.

A fully virtual experience, this year’s conference from  
the National Association for Healthcare Quality (NAHQ)  
is now available on-demand, helping prepare you to 
demonstrate your indispensable value … to pivot and take on 
new challenges through acquired skills and knowledge, no 
matter how or where you serve across the continuum of care.

Sessions 
Content for nearly 40 sessions will be available for 
60 days from date of purchase. All of these action-
packed, assumptions-challenging sessions map to 
the industry-standard Healthcare Quality Framework.

Best-in-Class Faculty 
Speakers for NAHQ NEXT include leaders from 
renowned organizations, including: 
•  Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 
•  Cleveland Clinic 
•  Lifespan 
•  SSM Health

Visit NAHQ.org/NEXT2020 for more details.

NAHQ NEXT 2020 will help  
you to acquire and hone your  
skills for whatever is to come. 
Reflect, re-center and continue 
to thrive in your career as you 
demonstrate a new level of value to 
your employer and community.

Continuing Education Credits 
Earn up to 39+ CPHQ CE credits,  
CNE hours and ACHE Qualified 
Education Credits.

Our Roots: NAHQ defined and twice validated the industry-standard Healthcare Quality Competency 
Framework that prepares the workforce to improve patient care and safety ensuring quality is an 
engine for growth within healthcare organizations.

•  
Attendee Feedback: NAHQ NEXT 2020
• “Words cannot describe the wealth of information and the extensive learning that occurred over the last 
three days. NAHQ NEXT 2020 was phenomenal!” 
• “I am so appreciative of this virtual format! As I get called away to deal with urgent issues, I have the 
opportunity to replay the session. Thanks, NAHQ, for understanding the busy life of a quality professional!”
• “Fantastic and eye-opening presentation. This is one of the best virtual conferences I have attended in the 
past two years! Cheers again to the outstanding job NAHQ has done pulling this together.”

Group pricing available for 5-10+ attendees. Contact TeamTraining@NAHQ.org for more information.
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